The BRST cohomology of 1+1 strings in a free light-cone gauge contains only the two-dimensional tachyon, and excludes all excited states of both matter and ghosts, including the special states that arise in the continuum conformal gauge quantization and in the c = 1 matrix models. This exclusion takes place at a very basic level, and therefore may signal some serious problems or at least unresolved issues involved in this gauge choice.
Fundamental strings used to be defined by a requirement that they possess only transverse physical excitations [1] . That changed with the discovery that Polyakov's critical string theory in 1 + 1 dimensions possesses excited states of timelike oscillators as nontrivial representatives of its BRST cohomology at special values of the center of mass momentum [2] . Since then these states have been extensively studied [3, 4] , and while their algebra is now well described [5] , their physical interpretation remains obscure. It would be useful to have a description of these states in an easily generalizable lightcone gauge, to understand both how they were missed by earlier quantizations and whether they have any relevance in higher dimensional or effective string theories with similar backgrounds.
An attempt to formulate such a description was begun in [6] . It centered on a gauge which, in 1 + 1 dimensions, leaves a free theory of its unfixed degrees of freedom, but possesses propagating ghosts and a nontrivial BRST charge. This attempt appears to fail, because unlike BRST quantization in conformal gauge, which admits many states to the mass shell but excludes almost all the excited ones from a reduced cohomology, the free light-cone gauge seems to exclude all excited states directly from the mass shell. This drastic exclusion takes place at a very basic level, and could signal some serious inconsistency of this gauge or of the implementation of it given in [6] .
Because the program may have value, but the details remain problematic, this note describes the calculation of the spectrum.
1
The following results are brought forward from previous work: The starting point is a Liouville-type action
with world-sheet coordinates (τ, σ) and metric g ab describing a Euclidean cylinder of spatial (σ) period −2 √ 2π 1 , and target space light-cone coordi-
with flat target space metric η µν and n a constant target space vector. α ′ is the inverse string tension. Fadeev-Popov [7] imposition of the gauge condition
leaves the free actions
for matter and ghosts, respectively. Hereĝ
log √ g, and metric components and derivatives are indexed with respect to world sheet coordinates
come from a decomposition of the reparametrization ghosts c + and c − :
andX + -andĝ −− -antighosts, named respectively b f andb −− :
The Weyl ghost is trivial and has already been integrated out. The subscript C+M on the matter action indicates that the factorĝ ++ /4α ′ is a term extracted from the measure and added to the canonical action to give the resulting full matter action the symmetries of the usual Liouville theory [8] .
The equations of motion in the matter sector are solved by a field decomposition of the form
with f, g, h, j as well as u, v, w, z functions only of σ − on shell. Boundary conditions for the cylinder require periodicity of all of these functions when σ → σ − 2 √ 2π. At this point it is convenient to take σ = −is so that σ − becomes the complex variable w, in terms of which the functions f, g, h, j, u, v, w, z are analytic. Because the currents of interest are all tensors, it is convenient to map the cylinder to a plane with coordinates z = e w .
Then the measure for path integration in this theory is specified by imposing the free field propagators
2 The additive constants which appear here are a convenience which simplified the expression of the conserved currents in [6] .
The reparametrization symmetries for matter and ghosts have no simple form in terms of fields θu, θv (drawn from the ghost decomposition (4) by adding a Grassmann parameter θ to the fields u,v), but the associated conserved currents take a simple form on shell:
The J u s generate an analytic Virasoro algebra, and the J v s an analytic U(1). There are no antianalytic currents associated with these symmetries.
The BRST charge Q takes the standard form:
The conformal dimensions of the analytic fields are computed from their operator product expansions with the currents J u , and take values (1,2,0,−1; −1,1,2,0) respectively for (f ,g,h,j;u,v,w,z). The currents J uC ,J uGH have dimension 2 and central charge +28,−28 respectively, and the currents J vC ,J vGH have dimension zero and no anomaly terms. Of the OPEs of J u with the free fields, the only anomalous product is J uC f ′ , which contains the term
Decomposition of the analytic fields into oscillators is done in the usual way, with
where α represents the name of the field and d is its conformal dimension.
The special names L n , K n ; λ n , κ n will be given to the expansion coefficients in J uC , J vC ; J uGH , J vGH , respectively.
The first point to notice about this theory is that the matter fields, and not just their derivatives, decompose directly into analytic fields and constants. The consequences of this decomposition become apparent when the generators of the current algebra are written in terms of oscillators, as:
and
where : : denotes creation-annihilation normal ordering, and the ordering constants in L 0 , λ 0 and Q are fixed by the action of the commutators on the ground state, as implied by the current-current OPEs [9] .
A standard technique for computing BRST cohomology is to write Q as a sum
and show how the cohomology of Q relates to that ofQ and to the mass shell conditions that arise as a consequence of reparametrization invariance [9] .
The ghost zero mode sectors of this theory are slightly more complicated than those for a simple Virasoro algebra, but it is still straightforward to show that every BRST cohomology class can be represented by a state |phys for
The elementary commutation relations implied by (7) make it possible to define number operators for the excitations which annihilate the ground state and satisfy
in terms of which
It follows immediately that all physical states must be products of matter and ghost ground states, and that they satisfy the matter zero-mode projection (Mf 0 + 2) j 0 |phys = 0.
Up to an additive constant ambiguity that arises from the addition of total derivatives linear inĝ ++ orX − to the action, f 0 and −e √ 2M τ j 0 are just the zero frequency components of the momenta conjugate to √ 2X − /4α ′ and g ++ , respectively. The condition (17) therefore has the same form as the projection onto the tachyon state in the conformal gauge, though here the generator of translations inX + is tied through the gauge condition to the choice of world-sheet coordinates and so to the generator of translations in
One possibility is that this is actually the correct spectrum of a consistent 1 + 1 string theory, and that the special states are somehow artifacts of other methods of quantization. However, the fact that they are needed to obtain a consistent factorization of scattering amplitudes in [4] , as well as their presence in the matrix models, makes this seem unlikely. The alternative is that there is some flaw or subtlety associated with this quantum theory
which needs yet to be explained. 
